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Batman was rescued safely and hoisted on board.  The Professor gathered them all together and debriefed them in the cockpit.

-Tell me Edgard.

-Yes, Professor.

-When you had that accident, what 
exactly were you doing?

-I was monitoring the navigation 
control screens, Professor!

-Good! Hmm! Well, can you explain 
to me the origin of all the traces of 
balloon impacts in the cockpit that we
just rebuilt after your stupid 
intervention in the worlds of Ark off 
the Covenant?Covenant ?

Batman and Spiderman are heading towards the 
setting sun, towards the islands? When suddenly a 
giant maelstrom rises, dragging everyone in its wake.

-Batman, we are caught up in this thing, we are going
to be thrown at random, into unknown worlds!

-Hold on, Spiderman, it's going to shake!

In Anubis' palace, which seems
deserted, Starsky and Hutch advance

cautiously.

-We don't see anything, Boss!

-We're very close! They're here, I
can feel it!

-I smell a mixture of rotten eggs and
brimstone

Will our friends come out of the
maelstrom unharmed?

The sequel to the next episode.

-Good! Good! Hmm! Well, I just reviewed the situation with 
Captain Croustade just now, the sonar research he's doing to 
help us has given us nothing. On the other hand, he has heard 
about the legend of a fish man in distant islands. Batman and 
Spiderman you will go there immediately and continue this 
mission. When Edgard and I go back to the base to repair our 
aircraft, then we'll join you.

-Professor, this sea is infested with monsters, we are in 
danger!

-Remember, Batman, you're the elite of superheroes, don't 
forget it! When you Spiderman take those horrible strips off 
me, and you Edgard, I have two words to say to you!

Far away, in the worlds of Ark off
the Covenant, super agents Starsky

and Hutch continue their
investigation.

Dr. Chewbacca kindly reduced the
length of their hospitalization for

overwork, and our bloodhounds are
now on a track.

-Bos, I think we have a lead!

-Indeed, we are going to enter this
building which looks suspicious. 

N+h
Yes boss
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